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ABSTRACT 
Driven by innovations such as mass customisation, complex supply chains, smart cities and emerging 
cyber-physical and  Internet of Things systems, Big Data is presenting a fascinating range of challenges to 
Analytics.  New fields are emerging such as Big Data Analytics and Data Science.  Modeling & 
Simulation (M&S) is core to Analytics.  Arguably, contemporary M&S practices cannot deal with the 
demands of Big Data.  The implication of this is that M&S may not feature in the Big Data Analytics 
techniques and tools of the future. Based on recent experiences from the i4MS FP7 European Cloud-
based Simulation platform for Manufacturing and Engineering (CloudSME) and associated industrial 
projects, this talk will outline the key challenges that Big Data has to M&S and strongly argue that M&S 
has to get “Big” to meet these challenges.  Exciting opportunities lie ahead for multi-disciplinary teams of 
practitioners and researchers from OR/MS, Computer Science and domain specific fields.  Indeed “Big” 
Simulation presents its own possibilities and the talk will conclude with thoughts on the potential for 
“Big” Simulation Analytics to move beyond Big Data into future Dynamic Data Driven Application 
Systems. 
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